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About This Game

The Game:

Here is a sandbox like no other. Create massive battles with absolutely no limits. Want to see 10,000 chickens fight an army of
Romans?? Sure, why not. Want to see a company of WW2 U.S soldiers fight 11,000 Medieval soldiers?? There are simply no
limits to the carnage you can achieve in Epic Battle Simulator. Mess around with a massive variety of units. Everything from,

Roman Centurions, Medieval soldiers, Knights, Orcs, Trolls, and yes, chickens! The main focus in this game is giving the player
no restrictions to what he can do. That is why we decided not to limit the amount of units in battle. Want to see what a battle of
100,000 units looks like? We don't recommend going past 10,000 for most machines but its your CPU, do what you want! On
top of that, you can play as any one of the units in the game, getting up close and personal to help change the tides of a massive

battle, while rallying teammates and giving them orders!

The Technology:

Unfortunately there really aren't many engines that you can chuck 10,000 characters in and expect good performance. This is
why I worked months on end to create the most powerful crowd rendering system ever conceived in Unity engine. The detail of
each character has little effect on performance while each individual acts independently, but is working towards a greater good
for his team. Each individual decides his own path and navigates complex environments. But I didn't stop there! With the large
open environments, I needed a more dynamic lighting solution than the one built in to Unity engine. So I built my own dynamic
global illumination lighting engine. This enables bounce light completely in real time. What does that mean? That means every

piece of shiny armor is reflecting it's true surroundings, every bright surfaces illuminates it's surroundings and effects the overall
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lighting.

Yes I worked hard to bring this game to life, may you all inflict carnage upon it!
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The game worked for about 2 hours of play time, but now it won't. It will constantly freeze every few seconds and I have to
minimize and pull it back up to run it for a few more seconds. I tired to get a steam refund, but I can't, and they won't tell me
why. So, I think it is a computer overheating piece of trash.

Even if the game worked I would be disappointed. Sure, it's fun to clash some armies together, but that's it. After an hour or so,
the game becomes repetitive, there is nothing new to do.

DON'T SPEND $15 BUCKS ON IT.
IT SHOULD BE $1 OR $0 FOR THE QUALITY AND CONTENT. It's fun for a couple hours with some imagination for
different scenarios.. this game is trash. I reinstalled it this week and now i got 1-5 fps.. When i tried the game for the first time i
could use 1000 zombies vs 1000 zombies with no problems but now i can't. I can't even take 2 zombies vs 2 soldiers.t his game
do have some potensial but they have to fix the fps problems.. it was fun for a few hours, but after rediculously sized battles
with funny compositions theres not much else.. Fun but gets boring pretty quickly 5\/10. it is fun at first then it just gets really
boring
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Thought it would be cool, it was for a little bit but afterwards its the same stuff, create battle, watch it lag and frame then it
ends.. Not what I expected and I enjoy it a lot more than I expected. It doesn't pretend to be anything it isn't. Having huge units
of thousands and still have ok frame rate is possible on most systems. Hit the workshop for some extra fun and replay value.
Overall, a mindlessly fun hack and slash simulator. Not for everyone though, so beware of buyers remorse and buy on sale..
despite the game log saying it has run for 22hrs on my computer this time is taken up purely by me installing, re-installing and
constantly rebooting a continuously crashing game. I have not seen anything on screen in all that time.
TERRIBLE!!. It's fun for about 1 hour and it barely ran for me. There is also very little content, seen 1 battle between knights
and chickens seen em all. Overpriced and underwhelming, I don't recommended it and if you really about battle simulations get
TABS (totally accurate battle simulator). This is bad. It is the low rent version of games like this. TABS is approaching fun, this
has never heard of the word.. 1\/10 need more silly sens. Another example of the lack of quality often found with steam's
"indie" games. This game started with promise but over the two years since it's release the game hasn't evolved and that's it's
biggest sin. The game is entertaining for a few hours now and then but that doesn't justify the price or lack of development.

It's just another wasted opportunity.. SHOULD REALLY MAKE A BETTER ENGINE FOR THIS.
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